We report the three-dimensional structures, at 1.8-A resolution, ofthe Fv fragment ofthe anti-hen egg white lysozyme antibody D1.3 in its free and antigen-bound forms.
These structures reveal a role for solvent molecules in stabilzing the complex and provide a molecular basis for understanding the thermodynamic forces which drive the association reaction. Four water molecules are buried and others form a hydrogen-bonded network around the interface, bridging antigen and antibody. Comparison of the structures of free and bound Fv fragment of D1.3 reveals that several of the ordered water molecules in the free antibody combining site are retained and that additional water molecules link antigen and antibody upon complex formation. This salvation of the complex should weaken the hydrophobic effect, and the resulting large number of solvent-mediated hydrogen bonds, in conijunction with direct protein-protein interactions, should generate a significant enthalpic component. Furthermore, a stabilization of the relative mobilities of the antibody heavy-and light-chain variable domains and of that of the third complementaritydetermining loop of the heavy chain seen in the complex should generate a negative entropic contribution opposing the enthalpic and the hydrophobic (solvent entropy) effects. This structural analysis is consistent with measurements of enthalpy and entropy changes by titration calorimetry, which show that enthalpy drives the antigen-antibody reaction. Thus, the main forces stabilizing the complex arise from antigen-antibody hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions, enthalpy of hydration, and conformational stabilization rather than solvent entropy (hydrophobic) effects.
X-ray crystallographic studies of several complexes of antigens with specific antibodies have revealed a high degree of complementarity between their interacting surfaces (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2). Water molecules have been identified at the interfaces of the Fab fragment of antibody D1.3 (Fab D1.3)-hen egg-white lysozyme (HEL) (3) and NC41-neuraminidase (4) complexes on the basis of structure determinations at 2.5-A resolution. Unfortunately, at such resolution, which is about the best which has been so far attained with conventional Fab fragments, the certainty with which ordered water molecules can be located is seriously limited (5) . We have now determined the three-dimensional struc- 1.5 A in the complex. Some water molecules move but retain coordination with protein atoms, sometimes accompanying the movements of side chains at the combining site (see Fig. 3 ). At least one water molecule is displaced to accommodate the antigen. A similar comparison of solvent structure in free (12) leads to the recruitment of additional molecules from bulk water and their stable incorporation in and around the interface. A striking example of this is given in Fig. 2 , showing how buried water molecules contribute to antigenantibody contacts.
A conformational change in CDR3 of VH brings additional antibody-bound water molecules into contact with the antigen. As shown in Fig. 3 , VH Arg" N1, which is hydrogenbonded to VH Asp'00 in the free Fv, moves away upon complex formation to interact with HEL Gly102 0. VH Asp1' itself moves and forms hydrogen bonds with HEL Ser24 and N and 0, leaving a water molecule bound by the free Fv to bind to HEL Asn27. Tyr'01 of VH also shifts, toward Glnl21 N and Asp'19 081 ofthe antigen, making hydrogen bonds with both. Water molecules bind in a surface pocket created by these movements, further bridging antigen and antibody. Some of these molecules are directly in contact neither with the free epitope nor with the free antibody combining site and must consequently be bound upon complex formation.
Conformational Changes in the Antibody. We have analyzed the temperature factors (B) before and after complex formation as a measure of mobility of specific residues ( Table  1 ). The overall decrease in mobility for residues in the complex is in agreement with the general belief that conformational entropy should decrease upon complex formation. The largest decrease in B values occurs in VH CDR3 (decreases of 19.9 for Asp'00, 14.5 for Arg", 9.7 for Tyr101, and 9.0 for Arg102); this decrease in mobility correlates better with the overall mobility of CDR3 than with the type of amino acid residue (for example, VH Aspl°shows the largest decrease but VH Asp54 is almost unaffected). In fact, the largest increase in conformational entropy (a rise of 5.2 in B) is seen for an aromatic residue, VL Tyr53, at variance with the notion that aromatic residues minimize loss of conformational entropy when compared with nonaromatic ones.
In addition to the stabilization of the VH CDR3 discussed in the preceding paragraph, we may consider another potential source of entropy loss: the stabilization of the relative arrangement of VH and VL. As observed in the comparison of the free and the antigen-bound Fv D1.3 (7), there is a relative displacement of these domains upon antigen binding. Since slightly different relative arrangements of VH and VL have been observed in the crystal structures of several antibodies and light-chain dimers (7, 13, 14) , it is likely that they reflect a relative motion of the domains in solution. Results of kinetic and thermodynamic studies of hapten binding by mAbs have led to the proposal that VH-VL interdomain interactions are stabilized by binding (15, 16) , as seems to be the case in the Fv D1.3-HEL complex (7). These conformational changes are consistent with an "induced fit" mechanism, as described for other antibodies (2, 17, 18) . This conformational stabilization upon complex formation should give rise to a negative entropy change. The results in Table 2 show that the binding reaction is enthalpically driven with some opposition from a negative entropy contribution. This overall negative entropy change implies that the decrease in translational-rotational and conformational entropies due to complex formation is not fully compensated by the increase in solvent entropy expected from the hydrophobic effect. A straightforward explanation for this shortfall is that ordering of the crystallographically defined water molecules in and around the interface decreases the solvent entropy of the reaction. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that AHb increases linearly with temperature, yielding a heat capacity change (ACb) of -1.58 ± 0.06 kUmol'lK-1 for antigen binding, close to that calculated (-1.79 ± 0.02-kJmol-l K-1) from ACp = -1.38 ± 0.017 A-2J molhl K-1 for purely hydrophobic interactions (21) The negative entropic factor (-42 kJo at 24C; Table  2 ) should arise from loss of rotationa and taslal entropies and from conformational I ofVH CDR3 and that of the relative arrangements of the VH and VL domains, discussed above.
Thus, the observed thermodynamics of the D1.3-HEL association reaction can be broadly correlated with the three-dimensional structure of the antigen-antibody complex.
Given the enormous diversity of antigens to which the immune system must respond, it is virtually certain that other antibodies will employ entropy-based or entropy-enthalpy (27) strategies for binding their specific ligands. However, it is interesting that early calorimetric studies of hapten binding to polyclonal antibodies (28) and to myeloma proteins (29) showed these reactions as well to be characterized by negative changes in enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity. More recently, the binding of carbohydrate ligands to an antipolysaccharide mAb (30) and of an anti-epidermal growth factor Fab to its antigen (31) was also found to be enthalpically driven. Indeed, in a review of the thermodynamic parameters characterizing protein association reactions, Ross and Subramanian (32) concluded that in most cases the reactions are under enthalpic control.
The general validity of our findings with respect to the extensive participation of bound water molecules in mediating antigen-antibody interactions must be d by x-ray analyses of other immune complexes at sufciently high resolution (higher than 2.0 A) to allow the identification of ordered waters with a reasonable degree of certainty. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that several crystallographic studies have demonstrated the essential role of well-ordered water molecules in the structure and activity of proteins (5). For example, Quiocho et al. (33) concluded on the basis of highly refined structures ofcomplexes ofL-arabinose-binding protein with various sugars that bound water molecules contribute significantly to complex stability by neutralizing unpaired hydrogen-bonding groups and by improving the fit between protein and ligand. Water molecules have also been localized in and around the contacting regions of several protease-protease inhibitor complexes whose structures have been determined to high resolution (34) (35) (36) (37) , where they apparently perform a similar function. Hence, the issue of tBinding constant determined from fluorescence quenching measurements (19) .
tBinding constant determined from enzyme-linked imnwnosorbant assays (20) .
